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Using a microfluidic system to impose and maintain controlled, steady-state multicomponent pH
and electrolyte gradients, we present systems where the diffusiophoretic migration of suspended
colloids leads them to focus at a particular position, even in steady state gradients. We show
that naively superpositing effects of each gradient may seem conceptually and qualitatively rea-
sonable, yet is invalid due to the coupled transport of these multicomponent electrolytes. In fact,
re-formulating the classic theories in terms of the flux of each species (rather than local gradients) re-
veals rather stringent conditions that are necessary for diffusiophoretic focusing in steady gradients.
Either particle surface properties must change as a function of local composition in solution (akin to
iso-electric focusing in electrophoresis), or chemical reactions must occur between electrolyte species,
for such focusing to be possible. The generality of these findings provides a conceptual picture for
understanding, predicting, or designing diffusiophoretic systems.

Diffusiophoresis (DP) occurs when colloidal particles
are driven into motion by solute concentration gradients
[1–3]. In recent years, interest in DP has surged, par-
ticularly in new contexts such as polymer coating [4],
membrane fouling [5, 6], enhanced transport of particles
into/out of dead-end pores [7, 8], self-propelled particles
[9, 10], and the design of long-range ‘soluto-inertial’ in-
teractions in suspensions [11].

It is so common for DP to proceed up electrolyte gradi-
ents that a general sense has emerged that this is always
the case, despite theory [12] and experiments [13] to the
contrary. The fact that DP can occur in either direction
raises the possibility of bi-directional DP and perhaps
even focusing, akin to iso-electric focusing (IEF) in elec-
trophoresis [14]. Thus far, however, DP focusing has only
been reported in unsteady gradients [15, 16].

Here, we demonstrate an unexpected DP focusing un-
der steady-state gradients of multiple solutes. The fo-
cusing we observe differs from isoelectric focusing (IEF),
however, since particle zeta potentials are measured to be
essentially constant for all experimental conditions. It is
difficult to anticipate such focusing based on existing the-
ories [1, 12, 17], which express DP migration in response
to local concentration gradients. Because each ion species
is electrostatically coupled to all others, a coupled set of
transport equations must be solved to even determine
these local gradients, as required by the theory.

Instead, we re-express the DP theory to depend on
the flux of each species (which is divergence-free), rather
than on local gradients (which are generally not). While
it contains identical physics and makes identical predic-
tions, this conceptual re-formulation reveals that DP fo-
cusing can only be achieved in steady-state gradients un-
der rather restrictive conditions: either the zeta poten-
tial of the particles must change appreciably with solute
concentration (as occurs in IEF), or solute fluxes must
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diverge in solution, e.g. when consumed or produced by
reactions. This new approach highlights conceptual sur-
prises that remain still hidden in this classic field.

FIG. 1. (a) A concentration gradient drives a diffusio-osmotic
slip velocity UDO along the surface of a suspended particle,
causing diffusiophoretic migration with velocity UDP . (b) A
gradient ∇nB

0 forces excess ions within the electric double
layer (dashed line) near a surface (green) into chemi-osmotic
slip, with velocity UCOF . (c) Gradients of ions with different
diffusivities, defined by β (2), establish a spontaneous electric
field Es ∝ β∇nB

0 to prevent large-scale charge separation.
(d) Spontaneous fields Es drive electro-diffusioosmotic slip

(UE−DOF ) in a direction depending on surface charge (ζ̃p)
and ion diffusivity difference (β). Here, the Es established
by fast cations (β > 0) points up the gradient, forcing the
positively-charged EDL around a negatively charged surface
(ζ < 0) into E-DOF flow up the gradient.

In the simplest case of binary and monovalent elec-
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trolyte gradients, the DP velocity takes the form [12, 18],

UDP =
3

2
DB

(
ζ̃pβ + 4 ln cosh

ζ̃p
4

)
∇ lnnB0 , (1)

where nB+ + nB− = 2nB0 is the bulk electrolyte concen-

tration, ζ̃p = eζp/(kBT ) is the zeta potential scaled by
the thermal potential, and DB = kBT/(6πηλB) is the
diffusivity of a sphere with radius of Bjerrum length
λB = e2/(4πεkBT ). Two mechanisms – electrodiffusio-
phoresis (EDP) and chemi-phoresis (CP) – contribute to
this expression. The first term, EDP, arises due to an
electric field Es = (kBT/e)β∇ lnnB0 that is generated by
the relaxation of gradients of ions with different diffusiv-
ity (Fig. 1c), parametrized by

β =
D+ −D−
D+ +D−

. (2)

EDP can occur either up or down∇nB0 , depending on the
surface charge (ζp) and the direction of Es (β). Anions
diffuse more quickly (β < 0) in electrolytes like NaCl and
NaOH, so that Es is directed down the gradient (Fig. 1c-
i), whereas cations diffuse more quickly in KIO3 and HCl,
so that Es points up the gradient (Fig. 1c-ii). In special
cases (e.g. KCl), D+ ≈ D−, so that |β| � 1 and EDP is
negligible. The second term in Eq. (1) represents chemi-
phoresis and corresponds to entropic forces on the electric
double layer (EDL) that induce chemi-osmotic slip flows
down the electrolyte gradient [Fig. 1(b)], thereby driving
CP up the gradient. Ultimately, DP can occur either up
or down ∇nB0 , depending on the direction of EDP, and
its magnitude relative to CP.

On the experimental side, it has been difficult to sys-
tematically measure DP mobilities, though methods have
been improved from early techniques involving mem-
brane deposition [2] or stop-flow diffusion cells [19] to
microfluidic devices made in agarose gels [20]. We have
recently developed a microfluidic system that allows sys-
tematic and quantitative measurement of DP mobilities
[13]. Integrated hydrogel microwindow membranes [21]
enable a wide range of solute gradients to be imposed
without generating convective flows, and particle DP to
be visualized directly and measured quantitatively.

We begin with DP migration of fluorescent polystyrene
(PS) particles (diameter 0.52 µm, Bangs Laboratories,
FS03F) under single-component pH gradients, estab-
lished with gradients of NaOH (basic) and HCl (acidic),
respectively. We measured ζ for these particles to remain
fairly constant (−55± 6 mV) in the pH range between 4
and 10 relevant to these experiments [22].

In NaOH, OH− diffuses faster than Na+ (DNa+ =
1.3 × 10−9 m2/s and DOH− = 5.0 × 10−9 m2/s), giving
β = −0.6 [23]. NaOH gradients thus generate sponta-
neous electric fields pointing down ∇[NaOH] (Fig. 1c-i),
which for ζp < 0 drives E-DOF down NaOH gradients,
like COF. PS particles move diffusiophoretically in the
opposite direction, up ∇[NaOH] (fig. 2c).

In HCl, by contrast, H+ diffuses much faster than Cl−

(DH+ = 9.3 × 10−9 m2/s and DCl− = 2.0 × 10−9 m2/s),
giving β = 0.65 [23]). Es thus points up HCl gradients
(Fig. 1c-ii), driving E-DOF slip up ∇[HCl] (Fig. 1d),
opposite to COF. In fact, β is so large for HCl that EDP
dominates, driving DP down ∇[HCl] (Fig. 2b).

FIG. 2. Diffusiophoresis under a) basic (NaOH) and b) acidic
(HCl) gradients. High- and low- concentration solutions flow
in the left and right reservoir channels, respectively, to cre-
ate steady-state gradients across the sample channel (dashed
box). (c) Measured diffusiophoretic velocities (markers) at
different positions within gradients compare well with the
classic theory (dashed lines, from Eq. 1). Streakline images
clearly show DP motions up and down NaOH and HCl gra-
dients, respectively. DP velocities are greater in NaOH gra-
dients than in HCl gradients, as expected because EDP and
CP are oppositely-directed in HCl gradients, but aligned in
NaOH gradients. All scale bars are 50µm.

Diffusiophoretic trajectories under each gradient are
visualized by overlaying particle positions at 0.1s time
intervals (insets, fig. 2c-d). Particles migrate down HCl
gradients, yielding particle-depleted regions on the high
[HCl] side, and vice-versa for NaOH. DP velocities mea-
sured in both NaOH (Fig. 2c) and HCl (Fig. 2d) agree
quantitatively with Eq. (1), using ζp ≈ −55mV, as mea-
sured independently (see SI). Moreover, DP is notably
smaller under ∇[HCl] than ∇[NaOH], as expected from
the fact that EDP and CP are counter-directed under
HCl gradients, but aligned for ∇[NaOH].

Having established qualitative and quantitative un-
derstanding of DP in single component gradients, we
now turn to multi-component gradients. Counter-posed
NaOH and HCl gradients establish even stronger pH gra-
dients (Fig. 3a), driving PS particles from high [HCl]
to high [NaOH], consistent with the down-∇[HCl] and
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FIG. 3. Diffusiophoresis under combined pH and salt gradi-
ents. (a) Counter-posed NaOH and HCl gradients are created
by flowing 0.5 mM NaOH and 0.5 mM HCl solution separately
in two reservoir channels, establishing a gradient in pH from
3.3 (left) to 10.7 (right), within which DP proceeds monotoni-
cally to right as expected from Fig. 2. (b-d) NaCl gradients of
different strengths are counter-posed against the HCl-NaOH
pH gradient. (b) Streakline images reveal unexpected focus-
ing at a location that shifts toward higher [NaCl] as the NaCl
gradient strength increases (c). (d) Sufficiently strong NaCl
gradients overwhelm pH gradients so that DP migration al-
ways proceeds up NaCl gradients. Insets show measured DP
velocities vs position x (and thus composition).

up-∇[NaOH] DP observed in fig. 2. Counter-posing
NaCl gradients against these HCl-NaOH gradients, how-
ever, results in an unexpected DP focusing [Fig. 3(b-c)].
The focusing position moves towards higher [NaCl] as
∇[NaCl] increases, and ultimately vanishes for ∇[NaCl]
strong enough to overwhelm ∇pH (Fig. 3d). Fig. S2
[22] quantifies the DP focusing strength with an effec-
tive ‘pseudo-potential’ φPS that would give rise to the
concentration profiles in figs. 3(b-c), revealing pseudo-
potential ‘wells’ 2-6 kBT deep. Because DP is a strictly
non-equilibrium phenomenon, however, these pseudo-
potential φPS should be taken only as guides, rather than
a physically or conceptually intrinsic quantity.

One might anticipate the sequence in figs. 3a-d, based
on a straightforward, intuitive superposition of the DP
associated with each individual gradient. This agreement
is fortuitous, however, because gradients do not simply
superpose in multi-component electrolytes, owing to the
electrostatic coupling between electrolytes that generates

Es. In fact, without explicitly solving for the ion concen-
tration profiles, one cannot determine the concentration
gradients required to use classic DP theories [12], or their
generalization to multicomponent electrolytes [17].

To address this gap, we re-formulate the standard the-
ory so that the DP velocity is expressed in terms of the
flux of each ion species – each of which obeys a macro-
scopic conservation equation – rather than local concen-
tration gradients, which do not. Our result gives identical
predictions to existing theories [12, 17] in the appropriate
limits; however, its form allows concrete predictions to be
made based on macroscopic conservation principles.

We derive the diffusio-osmotic flow over a surface as a
sum of contributions from each species i, following [24].
In the thin-EDL limit, the phoretic mobility of a particle
is equal and opposite to the osmotic slip mobility [25].
The EDL around a charged surface is comprised of a
relative excess or deficit of each species, ∆ni(z) = ni −
nBi . Each ion experiences a force given by the gradient of
its chemical potential, fi = −∇µi, so that the net body
force within the EDL (assumed thin) is

~f =
∑
i

−∇µBi ∆ni . (3)

The surrounding fluid responds according to the forced
Stokes equations,

0 = η
∂2ux
∂z2

−
N∑
i=1

∆ni(z)∇µBi , (4)

where ux is the velocity parallel to the particle surface.
Integrating Eq. (4) twice from the particle surface (z =
0) to the bulk solution (z →∞) yields an expression for
the osmotic “slip” velocity between the bulk fluid and
the particle surface [25],

Us =
∑
i

(−∇µBi )Mi = −UDP , (5)

where Mi is the contribution of species i to the DOF
mobility,

Mi =
1

η

∫ ∞
0

z∆ni(z)dz . (6)

In the thin-EDL limit, the DP mobility is simply negative
the DO mobility [25].

While the mobility integrals (6) are general, they can
be performed analytically for binary, monovalent elec-
trolytes, using the Guoy-Chapman EDL, to give

MGC
± =

ε

eη

kBT

2e

(
∓ζ̃p + 4 ln cosh

ζ̃p
4

)
≡ −MDP

± . (7)

Multicomponent (but monovalent) electrolytes have the
same EDL structure, giving contributions

Mi =
ni
nB0

MGC
± , (8)
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where ± is chosen according to the valence of species i.
Eqs. (5)-(8) reproduce conventional DP theories, as can
be seen by inserting µi = ±eφ + kBT lnni, and using
the standard expression for Es. The advantage of the
current approach, however, is that the chemical potential
gradients can be related to species fluxes, via

jBi = (−∇µBi )
Di

kBT
nBi . (9)

Solving for ∇µBi and inserting into (5) along with (8)
yields a remarkable formula for the DP velocity in multi-
component electrolyte gradients,

UDP =
kBT

nB0

(
MDP

+

∑
+

jBi
Di

+MDP
−

∑
−

jBi
Di

)
. (10)

To actually determine the species fluxes jBi – e.g. to
compute specific DP velocities – one must solve the cou-
pled set of ion transport equations (just like for ∇nBi ).
Even without determining the individual species fluxes
jBi , however, stringent conditions for DP focusing arise
due to the constraints imposed by macroscopic conserva-
tion, which would not be evident from conventional DP
theory.

For focusing to occur in steady-state gradients, UDP
must change sign across the focusing point, from posi-
tive to negative. Of the variables that impact UDP in
(10), however, only nB0 , M±(ζp), and jBi may potentially
vary with position. Of these, M±(ζp) only changes if ζp
does (e.g. via charge-regulation due to local pH), as oc-
curs in electrophoretic IEF. In our experiments, however,
ζ̃p ≈ −2.1 over all conditions, ruling out this mechanism
for focusing. While nB0 generally does change in such
systems, it appears as a prefactor and can not reverse
UDP . Finally, basic conservation laws almost always re-
quire ∇ · jBi = 0, which might appear to render focusing
impossible.

Species fluxes with non-zero divergence can occur,
however, if those species react in solution. In the present
experiments, for example, H+ and OH− react to form
H2O. This reaction introduces abrupt changes in jH+ and
jOH− : on the acidic side, jOH− is zero, while jH+ is non-
zero and divergence-free, and vice versa for the basic side.
Different fluxes thus enter (10) on the acidic and basic
sides of the reaction, giving

ULDP = kBT
nB
L

{(
jNa+

DNa+
+

jH+

DH+

)
MDP

+ +
jCl−
DCl−

MDP
−

}
URDP = kBT

nB
R

{
jNa+

DNa+
MDP

+ +
(
jOH−
DOH−

+
jCl−
DCl−

)
MDP
−

}
.

(11)
The change in uDP across the reaction zone can indeed
cause focusing.

Applying the strict requirement for DP focusing (i.e.
ULDP > 0 and URDP < 0) would require all ion fluxes to
be determined. Even without doing so, however, strong
constraints on conditions for focusing can be determined
by imposing a necessary (but not sufficient) condition,

that ULDP > URDP . Because nB0 is continuous across the
reaction zone, non-reactive species fluxes cancel, leaving

jH+

DH+

MDP
+ (ζp) >

jOH−

DOH−
MDP
− (ζp). (12)

Reaction stoichiometry requires jH+ and jOH− to be
equal and opposite, yielding

DOH−

DH+

< −
MDP
− (ζp)

MDP
+ (ζp)

=
ζ̃p + 4 ln cosh

ζ̃p
4

ζ̃p − 4 ln cosh
ζ̃p
4

. (13)

Eq. (13) represents a simple constraint on the maximum
ratio of ion diffusivities that can possibly focus particles
with ζ̃p. Whether focusing actually occurs depends on
all ion fluxes – e.g.. particles focus under the fluxes im-
posed in figs. 3b-c, but not for those in figs 3a and d.
Focusing is impossible, however, if (13) is not satisfied.
For example, DOH−/DH+ = 0.54, which is indeed lower

than the critical ratio of 0.6 calculated for ζ̃p = −2.1. By
contrast, particles with this ζp could not be focused us-
ing counter-posed NH+

4 and OH− gradients, which react
to form NH3 and H2O, no matter what other ion fluxes
were superposed, because DNH+

4
= 1.9× 10−9 m2/s [23],

giving DOH−/DNH+
4

= 2.5, which significantly exceeds

the threshold 0.6. Divergent species fluxes arise under
a wide variety of reactions – ionic, dissociative, or even
aggregative (e.g. formation of surfactant micelles) – and
therefore may give rise to focusing.

Our microfluidic system enables complex, multicom-
ponent gradients to be established and maintained in
otherwise quiescent solutions. With these capabilities,
our experiments enable diffusiophoretic mobilities to be
measured quantitatively – much like ζp can be measured
routinely via electrophoresis– and reveal qualitative sur-
prises. In particular, the diffusiophoretic focusing re-
ported here does follow from extensions of the classic the-
ory, yet would have been very difficult to observe using
classic (membrane deposition or stop-flow) techniques.
These observations highlight the non-trivial consequences
of coupled, multicomponent fluxes. By reformulating the
classic DP theory to account for each species’ contribu-
tion to the DP migration, and moreover by expressing
the migration in terms of bulk fluxes of each species, re-
strictive, but clear, conditions for DP focusing can be
determined. The essential role of the chemical reaction,
in particular, would not have been apparent a priori, but
provides important insight for future design and under-
standing of colloids in non-equilibrium environments.

.
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